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wishmaker doll

Welcome to 2017. Let’s
make it a great year
filled with fun, friends,
color and sparkle!

with anne hesse
Join us to create a Wishmaker
Doll. How fun is this? I fell in
love with these dolls the first
time I saw them. They are colorful and funky and silly and all we
have to do is bead embroider the faces.
Oh my! We can pretty much finish
these in a weekend. Anne is bringing
the bodies. Each one will be different,
so you can pick your favorite wild colors.
On day one we will bead embroider
the faces; on day two we will finish assembling the doll, add her tutu and her
crazy hair. Is her hair really that crazy?
Consider my hair color choices and
Megan’s.

We had a few set backs
in the last month or so.
Major items that we
ordered in the summer
for various classes were delayed
on containers mid ocean. Not
really much we can do about that
except grumble.
I am pleased to say that the first
lesson of Santa Fe Felines has
shipped! It’s great fun and super
colorful.
We are gearing up for my first
embellishment class of the year
next weekend. We have a very full
house so watch for lots of fun
pictures on the blog.

Class will be Saturday and Sunday March 18th and 19th. We will need a jolt of
color by then.

Check your calendars and consider
joining us for class in the new year.
We have lots of fun and each
class is different.

Class fee is $475 which includes the doll body. The only additional cost will be
the beads and embellishments selected for embroidering her face! Lunch and
dessert are supplied each day.

My New Year’s resolution is to post
on instagram more. Let’s see how
I do :-)

Give us a call to sign up and add a little sparkle to your day.
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Wishing you and yours a happy,
healthy holiday season!
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classes with visiting teachers
artemis with brenda stofft!
Are you ready for an adventure? Check out this beautiful rabbit designed and
stitched by the one and only Brenda Stofft! OH MY! Isn’t he just the coolest?
Brenda has agreed to come teach Artemis for us March 3rd through 5th of
2017. We will needle felt his body, create stumpwork flowers for his basket,
learn new ribbonwork techniques and do all sorts of fun and different things.
We’ll even finish his little face in class so that you know you can do it and he’ll
look awesome.
When finished Artemis is about 14” tall so this is a good sized project. Please
sign up early so that we can make sure we have everything you need for class. A
$300 deposit is due at sign up.
Full details are on the website. Click on Classes and then Visiting Teacher
Needlepoint Events.

Class is full, however we are taking names for a second class which
would run February 28-March 1. Let us know if you are interested.

teresa sullivan
Teresa Sullivan will be here Saturday, February 4th
teaching her zig zag beads. These can be made into
bracelets or necklaces or mobiles!
On Sunday we will be working on two projects and
they are both perfect for all levels! Klimt meets Kente
and Bangles with Dangles look so fun!
Details are on the website. I hope you will join us.
bedeckedandbeadazzled.com/classes/visiting-teacher-beadwork-events/
Give us a call to sign-up!
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mystery classes
determining naughty or nice
how do these
mystery classes work?
What exactly is a mystery class? A
mystery class is just like a mystery in
a book; it unfolds in chapters. With
each chapter more of the mystery
(how are we going to stitch this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every other
Sunday afternoon (unless the classroom is booked with another
teacher) and review the twists,
turns and fun of the current lesson. Class is from 1 to 3 pm.
Can’t join us in person? No
problem, we will ship to you.
The instructions have full
color photos of the canvas
stitched to date along with
complete instructions and
diagrams.
I also post lots of
pictures on my blog
NotYourGrandmothers
Needlepoint.com the
Sunday evening after class.

Thanks to the holidays we had a
big break between Santa lessons.
The final lesson is coming up
January15th.
Santa now has a full beard of
curls and curves. Lots of Diagonal
Long Stitch brought that to life.
His Santa suit is pretty special. I
diagramed a new stitch just for his suit and
walked everyone through exactly how to handle
the shadows so that the stitched piece looks just
like the original painted art. All it takes is a little
preplanning of stitch placement. This is all outlined
in the instructions.
Next up is that big poinsettia on his hat, the holly
leaves in the corners, the fun snowflakes and the
background. Since when do I stitch background last?

want to join
the party?
It’s never too late. Give us a call
and we’ll send you a complete kit.

can i order
a mystery class
that is complete?

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past Mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist.
Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be
packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.

www.bedeckedandbeadazzled.com
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what’s the next mystery?
angel queen hearts
by lulu mypinkturtle
Who doesn’t love a lulu canvas? They are simply happy canvases,
and this one is no exception. A wonderful angel queen perfect for a
little girl or Valentine’s Day or just because. The areas are all big
enough that we can do stitches!
Classes will be January 29th, February 12th and 26th; Sunday afternoons from 1-3pm. Canvas design area is 10 x 10 handpainted on 18ct canvas. Class cost
is the price of the canvas plus $20 per lesson and the threads, beads etc. necessary for that lesson. The canvas
cost for this design is $174.00. If you’re attending in person, there is an additional $15 per lesson fee. You will
need 14 x 14 stretcher bars. *Class size is limited. Please sign up early to reserve your space and ensure you receive your canvas in time to start with the rest of the class. A $75 non refundable deposit will be required.
As always we are happy to have long distance students. Full details are on the website. Click on Classes and
then Mystery Classes.

looking for something with a slower pace?
try a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects. These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t
really know when the next lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. The lessons are about 3
months apart. You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects. There are no in-person
lessons. Everyone is an outpatient for this class.
With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitch guide ($20 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc. All
the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog so
the only real change is the time frame.
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mysteries with a twist
santa fe felines by laurel burch
Santa Fe Felines is a wonderful Laurel Burch canvas exclusive to
us! Yay! We are so excited to bring this canvas to life. Wonderful happy colors and fun details. It is going to be a great
stitch.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $312 plus $20
per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc
for that lesson. Canvas design area is 12.5 x 17 handpainted
on 18ct mono. You will need 16 x 21 stretcher bars. As with our all Mysteries
with a Twist this will be fit in between other projects. I shoot for 3 months in between lessons but sometimes
it is longer. Lesson One has shipped.

why ﬁt in
by zecca
How could I resist this canvas? It just had to be a mystery! So many opportunities for stitches and beads! The first three lessons have shipped.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $305 plus $15 per lesson
and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Canvas
design area is 14 x 18 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 18 x 22
stretcher bars. The lessons will ship at approximately 4 month intervals.
Lesson 4 has shipped!!!

row of ladies ii
by lee
I loved stitching the first Row of Ladies by Lee and they turned out
soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively
for us. I think it is even cuter!
There are three Mysteries with a Twist in the rotation! Row of
Ladies II - Lessons one through four have shipped but it’s not
too late to join us.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads,
crystals etc for that lesson. For those of you who stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount! Canvas
design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.
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new monthly clubs
ﬂying jewels
cyberclass

sea shore trees by kelly clark

I am so excited! Kelly Clark has a new club! Well actually two clubs.
One is good. Two is better, right?
Several years ago Kelly designed a serious of trees. They are just the
prettiest ever. Now, there are new trees. They are seashore themed,
and they aren't too Christmasy. Pop one or two or three on a shelf
for a fun little display in the family room, bath or kitchen.
One series is more tropical and one is more coastal. Take your pick
or do them both. There's only 6 per club and they come every other
month so they won't bog you down. Each tree is perfectly painted
and comes with a magical Kelly stitchguide.
The coastal trees are New England, lighthouses and lobster, beautiful
northern blues.
The tropical trees are Lily Pulitzer, palm trees and flamingos.
We will have a thread list in November and will be putting together
thread kits. The club starts in March of next year but its always good
to sign up early so you don't forget you love these gems. Early joiners will receive a 50% discount on the 6th tree in their club(s)

Kimberly Smith will be
teaching her super cool Flying Jewels canvas on-line. Lessons will be
posted in a private facebook group
on Feb 16, March 3, March 17 and
31st. Kimberly will be hosting a virtual stitch-in throughout the day and
evening on those dates. Ask questions, share your progress, enjoy the
company of others. There may even
be videos and prizes. You never
know what we will cook up.
The cost of the class including canvas, stitchguide and all threads is
$495.00. You will need 16 x 16
stretcher bars. If you already own
the canvas and want to join the class
there is an option for that too!

All the details are on the website.
bedeckedandbeadazzled.com/needlepoint/needlepoint-clubs-by-ruth/
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monthly clubs!
club rules
become a magnet maven
Become a Magnet Maven and get a “Pick Me
Up” whenever you want one. Just give us a
call, email us, PM us, and we’ll send you a little
goody package. Inside will be one brand spankin new magnet. These are limited edition/exclusive to us magnets!
Or pay it forward and gift it to a friend who needs a bit of sunshine.
And because you know I love to twist things up a bit there will be “Golden
Tickets” sent out every so often. Find a golden ticket in your box and get a
discount on purchase, a gift certificate or some other surprise gift.
Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.
Click on clubs to sign up!

other clubs to consider
Shown at right are Rebecca Wood’s Feline Follies, the
Towne Square, Scandia Birds, Kelly Clark’s Bee Skeps,
Teresa Layman’s Elf Banner and our Santa club. So many
fun choices. All clubs are complete with stitch guides
and optional thread kits!

1.You can sign up for a club at
anytime.Your first shipment will
go out on the 10th of the month
following your sign up.
2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in
your first shipment. This deposit
will be applied to your final shipment of the club.
3. There is a complete
thread/bead/crystal/embellishment
kit available for the club at an additional charge. It includes all
threads/beads etc to stitch the
entire series. It is sent with the
first club shipment if desired. A
50% deposit will be taken at sign
up for those desiring the thread
kit.
4. Now, for the cool part. There
are freebies - gifts for joining the
club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit
BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.
Click on clubs to see all the clubs


and to sign up!
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stitch of the month
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Couched Background

Verticals Couched with
Pavillion Diamonds is a fun
new background that I am in
love with! I drew it for the
background of Santa Fe
Felines.
Begin by working the vertical bars. There’s no need
to wrap the back of your
canvas when working
these stitches.
Step two is the addition of the Pavillion Diamonds couched over the
vertical bars. If you are working with a thin thread it is important that
you start each row at the same edge of the canvas and follow the number sequence carefully. Since the threads do not coupletly fill the canvas
holes your stitches will sit at a very tiny angle. Working them all top to
bottom as shown will unify the angle.

why this works
You can change the feel of the
stitch dramatically by varying
your threads. Tone on tone
colors as I used on Santa Fe
Felines will create a subtle background while contrasting colors
will create a feel more reminiscent of a Southwestern blanket!
Consider mixing metallics and
matte threads for a totally
different look.

Step three adds fun zig zags between the stripes.
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